The exact (not just nearest neighbor) dipolar coupling energy densities for the observed structures of the rare earth Chevrel compounds are calculated by the method of Luttinger and Tisza. The dipolar coupling energy density for the most probable spin configuration is comparable to the observed magnetic transition temperature but the most probable ground state is not found experimentally. The discrepancy between the observed magnetic ground state and that predicted from dipole coupling may arise from conduction electron effects or possibly some strong crystal field effect and should be included in any electronic theory of the superconductive state below TM.
Introduction
The antiferromagnetic interaction energy of the rare earth Chevrel' compounds is calculated on the basis of simple dipolar coupling. 2 The compounds are of special interest because they are also superconductors and the connection between their superconductive and magnetic properties is the object of much current experimental 3 . 4"5"6 and theoretical 7" "'° effort.
If the antiferromagnetic transition temperature could be accounted for by dipole ccup!ing of the rare earth moments, the connection between superconductive and antiferromagnetic ordering would be simplified. Essentially, different electrons would give rise to the two effects.
In the rare earth Chevrels the magnetic moments are very large, well separated spatially.
and with a relatively low density of conduction electrons. Thus it seemed possible that the molecular field model of the transition temperature due only to dipole coupling could make a significant contribution to the stability of the antiferromagnetic phases of the rare earth Chevrels.
Aevi'S
The Chevrel compounds are characterized by sulfur cubes filled in alternate layers by Mo, 
i. Method of Luttinger and Tisza
The rare earth atoms lie on a nearly cubic lattice (rhombohedral angle a 89.4'). The exact mean field dipole coupling interaction energy for an ordered array of moments can be calculated by the group theoretic method of Luttinger and Tisza". A simple cubic dipole array is denoted by placing a dipole of definite moment and direction at every lattice point. The lowest energy ordered arrays are those which are invariant under translations of the form To generate such o arrays we have to specify 8 dipoles, one at each corner of the unit cube.
The whole ordered array is constructed by the translations r2 . The resulting array may be considered as a superposition of eight oo arrays each of which consists of parallel dipoles.
Every array of class F 2 can be specified by a set of 24 members, e.g., mi, , i = 1, 2, ... 24.
Every set of 24 real numbers defines a r2 array and denotes a point in a 24 dimensional vector space R. Arrays of constant dipole strength form a 16 dimensional hypersurface in R.
To compute the energy of a particular array fi, it is necessary to know the field generated by Mi at all the lattice points. The field f of a dipole ! at a point V is
The field generated by MW will have the same symmetry as the array. The set of vectors representing the field at the lattice points will also correspond to a vector in the space R, and will be denoted by F. F may be written F = FM.
Luttinger and Tisza show that any array of the class r 2 may be written as a linear combination of the 24 basic arrays ( and the energy
where fi is the field at a lattice point due to ordered dipoles ir .n infinite array Zj. The computation of the energy of any array is reduced to the knowledge of the characteristic values f,. free to rotate they would prefer this ordering with transition temperature TM(Zs) in Table 1 . A spherical sample is assumed unless otherwise specified.
.4.
I1. Condensation Emergy for Altermating Planes of Parallel Dipoles
The powder neutron diffraction scans of Moncton, et a1 3 for DyMo 6 S8 and ThMo 6 S below TM show a simple antiferromagnetic ordering with alternating (100) planes of parallel dipoles, the moments being alternately parallel and antiparallel to a unique direction.
We will assume a temperature independent interaction which constrains the rare earth dipole moments to lie in planes of parallel orientation, the orientation direction being reversed in adjacent planes. We will evaluate the dipolar interaction energy for such an 'alternating planar" array having arbitrary dipolar orientation angles 1 and 0.
The r 2 array corresponding to these planes of parallel dipoles is shown in Fig. 2 . At lattice 
IV. Estimation of Tv for Planar Arrays of Dipoles
For any ordered array we can compute UL+T, the energy density. Now -2 UL+T is the energy of orientation of each dipole due to interactions with all the others. Equating this energy to the thermal destabilization by fluctuations in 9,# directions -2( ka TM) allows an estimation of the temperature required to destroy the antiferromagnetically ordered state. A negative Luttinger and Tisza energy density corresponds to a magnetic transition temperature
TL+T -2UL+T/kg
and a TM <0 means the transition is not stabilized by dipole dipole coupling.
For a --I-, T in Table I are also close to PbMo 6 Ss.
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The antiferromagnetic transition temperatures in Table I have This structure has zero dipole interaction energy in the simple cubic lattice.
Luttinger and Tisza point out that for nonspherical samples, -%(41/z-)N 2 'U 2 must be added to the energy of the Z, array. For a long, thin needle -0 and the maximum correction, 2.1..r -2.094. Any ferromagnetic state will exhibit domain structure optimizing the dipolar 3 energy to this value, and we list the corresponding T in Table 2 for Ho. Exchange or other contributions seem to stabilize the ferromagnetic state of HoMo6 Sg, since the simple cubic array is always nonferromagnetic, the energy constant of the best nonpolarized SC array being direction of alternately polarized planes of parallel dipoles there is a small attractive interaction of about 4% of that for the most favorable structure. Most puzzling of all, the Table shows that the dipolar energy is just the right order of magnitude to provide the molecular field, and also that except for the direction Ill of magnetization, all of the observed configurations at least are favorable for dipolar interaction, where the antiferromagnetic one is quite implausible as the result of any isotropic exchange interaction.
As Sherlock Holmes said, 'When confronted with the impossible, one must accept the implausible.' We would almost prefer to believe that the crystal field or some peculiarity of domain structure is misleading us as to the actual observed structure. It is noteworthy that neutron and Mossbauer measurements have given puzzlingly different values for magnetic moment in some similar compounds.
It is quite reasonable that there should be a very strong crystal field effect orienting the dipoles in the I II direction. Toaccommodate the unfavorable dipolar field, the state could then be a linear combination of states oriented in 2 or 4 different 111 directions, or some yet more bizarre accommodation. A second implausible possibility is that the induced supercurrents in the Mo6 S8 groups could be sufficiently strong to contribute appreciably to the dipolar energy or the anisotropy. 
